Siemon Announces 40Gb/s Hybrid QSFP+ to SFP+ Fanout Cable Assembly for High-Speed Data Center Interconnects

Multi-legged, low power passive copper cable assembly allows users to connect four ports of SFP+ based equipment to a single 40Gb/s QSFP+ interface

Watertown, CT (Vocus/PRWEB) January 05, 2011 -- Siemon, a leading global manufacturer of IT network cabling and infrastructure systems, announces the release of a new QSFP+ (Quad Small Form-Factor Pluggable Plus) to SFP+ (Small Form-Factor Pluggable Plus) hybrid passive copper cable assembly. These hybrid fanout cables break a single 40Gb/s QSFP+ connector into four individual 10Gb/s SFP+ connectors, allowing users to connect multiple ports of SFP+ equipment to QSFP+ based equipment with a single, easy-to-manage assembly.

The direct-attach hybrid assembly’s four hot-pluggable SFP+ connectors are factory-terminated to twin-axial shielded cable to provide superior signal integrity in support 10+Gb/s high frequency data rates. The assemblies are impedance matched to ensure interoperability with SFP+ host ports and minimize insertion loss.

The four 10Gb/s SFP+ legs feed into a single 40Gb/s capable QSFP+ connector. The 4-lane QSFP+ form factor interface supports up to 10Gb/s per lane, providing 40Gb/s composite data transfer rates. In terms of both physical connector space and data throughput, a single QSFP+ connector can replace up to four standard SFP+ connections, providing greater port density and reduced system cost. Manufacture of Siemon’s SFP+ and QSFP+ interconnects is automated, eliminating assembly variations for consistent and industry leading signal integrity, including a unique termination process that optimizes cross talk and return loss performance.

The Siemon QSFP+ to SFP+ hybrid cable assemblies were developed as a cost-effective means of integrating higher-performance QSFP+ equipment with current SFP+ systems in high-performance computing (HPC), enterprise networking, video networking and network storage applications. Each end of the hybrid assembly is compliant to the SFF specifications that define the mechanical and electrical requirements for interoperability.

Designed for channel lengths up to up to 5 m, these low-power interconnects are compatible with a wide array of data protocols, including InfiniBand 4X SDR, DDR, QDR as well as Ethernet 10G, 40G (IEEE-802.3ba) and SONET electrical failover 40G links. They also support Fibre Channel SAN 10G, 40G and SAN; RapidIO and Myrinet 40G systems links. Siemon offers application specific assembly solutions such as varied EEPROM programming options, wire gauges and custom lengths.

This interconnect is part of the Siemon's high speed interconnect family, which includes their Moray QSFP+ Active Optical Cable assemblies and MTP optical fiber Plug and Play solutions as well as a variety of innovative high-performance structured cabling products.

Learn more about Siemon’s high-speed interconnect products at: www.siemon.com/sis
Follow Siemon Interconnect Solutions on Twitter: http://twitter.com/siemonis/
Join Siemon on Facebook: http://www.siemon.com/go/facebook
Read our blog at www.siemon.com/sis/blog

About Siemon:
Established in 1903, Siemon (www.siemon.com) is a global industry leader in the development and
manufacture of high quality, high-performance network cabling solutions. Siemon’s Interconnect Solutions business unit (SIS) specializes in the development of high-speed interconnects. Headquartered in Watertown, Connecticut, USA, Siemon operates directly in over 30 countries and, through its channels, services customers in over 100 countries. Siemon offers a comprehensive suite of copper and optical fiber cabling systems. With over 400 patents, Siemon Labs invests heavily in R&D and is actively involved with numerous industry standards organizations around the world.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.